One of the fundamental goals of mobile networks is to enable uninterrupted access to wireless services without compromising the expected quality of service (QoS). This paper proposes a novel analytical model for a holistic handover (HO) cost evaluation, that integrates signaling overhead, latency, call dropping, and radio resource wastage. The developed mathematical model is applicable to several cellular architectures, but the focus here is on the Control/Data Separation Architecture (CDSA). Furthermore, HO prediction is proposed and evaluated as part of the holistic cost for the first time, including through the novel application of a recurrent deep learning architecture, specifically, a stacked long-short-term memory (LSTM) model. Simulation results and preliminary analysis reveal different cases where non-predictive and predictive deep neural networks can be utilized, complying with the low cost and effective HO management requirement. Both analytical and machine learning models are evaluated with real-world human behaviors and interactions modeling data set. Numerical and comparative simulation results demonstrate the potential of our proposed framework in designing an enhanced, deep-learning driven HO management.
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A novel deep learning driven low-cost mobility prediction approach for 5G cellular networks: The case of the Control/Data Separation Architecture (CDSA) 
Introduction
Next generation wireless cellular networks are envisioned to be self-organized, efficient, and cost-effective [1] . Since, 5G Self-Organizing Network (SON) is a new paradigm, numerous design challenges, such as mobility management for seamless access to wireless services without compromising expected Quality of Service (QoS), exists.
Mobility management has two main subsets: handover (HO) management and location management. The former covers aspects of user's Access Point (AP) or Base Station (BS) switching, while the latter is based on location tracking of a user. HO prediction is one of the most widely used approaches in HO management for cellular networks since it allows proactive radio resource allocation. Accurate HO prediction can significantly reduce the HO latency, signaling overhead, and call drop rate.
A promising enhanced network architecture is the Control/Data Separation Architecture (CDSA) with a logical separation between Control Plane (CP) and Data Plane (DP). The CDSA assigns CP for coverage provisioning, while DP is responsible for data transmission [2] . A typical CDSA with one Control Base Station (CBS) and four Data Base Stations (DBSs) is shown in Fig. 1 .
CDSA advantages over conventional cellular architectures include better energy efficiency and system capacity. In addition, it prevents DBSs from excessive overheads [2] . This is mainly because CP and DP are combined in the conventional architecture, where each BS is responsible for coverage, mobility, and data transmission tasks, that leads to an unavoidable signalling overhead. However, in CDSA, DBSs are free from connectivity and mobility issues, since these tasks are under the responsibility of the CBSs.
In this paper, a novel analytical model for a holistic HO cost evaluation taking into account signaling overhead, latency, call dropping, and radio resource wastage, is presented. In addition, a novel stacked long-short-termmemory (LSTM) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) based mobility prediction model is proposed and evaluated as a part of holistic cost function. The comparative simulation results depicts the superiority of LSTM over MLP to accurately predict HO. The performance improvement can be attributed to the inherent recurrent nature of LSTM as compared to MLP that helps to better model time series data.
The three major contributions presented in this paper are: model by integrating signaling overhead, latency, call dropping, and radio resource wastage. The developed mathematical model is applicable to several cellular architectures, including CDSA. 2. A HO prediction algorithm is proposed to further minimize the holistic cost. It is shown that high prediction accuracy could significantly help minimizing the cost function, consequently reducing user dissatisfaction, HO latency, overhead, and resource wastage. 3. The impact of prediction accuracy as part of holistic cost is evaluated to establish the importance of the accuracy level, and novel deep neural network based learning is developed for a predictive HO management. In addition, cases for low and high accuracy requirements are identified. It is shown that the predictive approach significantly outperforms the non-predictive approach, requiring high prediction accuracy; i.e., more than the required minimum accuracy. In another case where minimum accuracy is achieved by machine learning algorithm, both predictive and non-predictive approaches perform equally well. However, in the case of where the minimum accuracy cannot be achieved by the machine learning algorithm, non-predictive approach performs better than the predictive one.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
an extensive literature survey, while Section 3 presents the background information about the elements of HO. The holistic HO cost and the minimum requirement for the prediction accuracy are derived in Section 4. Section 5 explains data-driven shallow MLP, and deep stacked LSTM based HO prediction models. Comparative performance evaluation and results are discussed in Section 6. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines some future work directions.
Related Work
In the literature, machine learning has been widely used to address the issue of HO prediction in mobile networks. Specifically, Markov Chains [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [9, 10, 11] have been extensively employed. More specifically, in [3] , the authors employed two different methods to predict mobile users' trajectories. The Dempster-Shafer processes were used to estimate the next location of the users, while the second-order Markov chain was employed at the road segments to determine the road segment that the user would take.
An online Markov chains is proposed in both [4] and [5] to decrease the signalling overhead and latency caused by HOs. Given the serving BS of a mobile user, the algorithms predict the target BS by executing the proposed online learning algorithm. The revisit problem of the Markov chains, when applied to mobile user's trajectory prediction, was identified in [6] . As a solution for this problem, the authors have proposed to build a 3D transition matrix instead of the conventional 2D one in order to be able to distinguish the orders of HOs. The authors in [7] models the mobility behaviour of the users with Renewal Markov Renewal Process (MRP) to predict both the single and multi-transition. The case of having close probabilities in the transition matrix, which can cause serious accuracy degradation, studied in [8] , and the concept of not making a prediction in case of having not enough assurance was introduced. The term enough is represented by a threshold value, and if the probabilities of the candidate states cannot meet the threshold value, the agent chooses not to make a prediction.
ANN is employed in [9] and [11] to learn the user patterns to use them for future location predictions in UMTS networks, decreasing the location update signalling overhead. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm is utilized in [10] in order for the femtocells to learn and decide if the HOs A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T happening inside the indoor environment necessary; thus, the ping-pong HOs taking place among femto and macro cells can be avoided.
However, none of these studies have explored a holistic cost function for the HO management although individual cost has been considered in few studies. Lack of this global cost assessment leave the studies open, since there is no complete evaluation provided other than some individual KPIs.
Recently, several heuristic approaches have also been employed. For example, the authors in [12] proposed a hybrid intelligent HO decision algorithm based on Artificial Bee Colony and Particle Swarm Optimization in order to select an optimal network during vertical HO. Similarly, a hybrid Markov-based model for human mobility prediction is presented in [13] . Nevertheless, real-time communication requires algorithms that are fast and effective in selecting optimal available networks. Therefore, low computational complexity, real-time learning, and optimization algorithms are required, such as those recently proposed in [14, 15] . One of the main challenges of designing a real-time cognitive system is to concurrently acquire longterm learning, fast decision making, and low computational complexity. The authors in [16] recently developed a novel random neural network based optimization system. However, such real-time AI driven optimization engines are yet to be practically exploited.
Deep learning implementation to mobile networks is not limited to these aforementioned studies, since there are various more places that the deep learning framework is employed. In [17] , for example, the authors extensively studied the deep learning implementation for the mobile encrypted traffic classification problem. Various deep learning architectures, presented in the literature, are reproduced, trained, and tested with three different data sets, and a comprehensive performance comparison in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall is provided.
The deep learning framework has a broad application area. In order to present the state-of-the-art on deep learning, a recent work in [18] can be taken into consideration. The authors exploited the Deep Sparse Autoencoders (DSAE) to recognize the facial expressions. The proposed DSAE method tested with a data set and managed to attain 95.79% accuracy. Deep Belief Networks (DBF), one of the strong deep learning techniques, is applied to have more qualitative analysis of gold immunochromatographic strip (GICS) images. The objective is to differentiate the test and control lines in GICS images, and the authors achieved very high accuracy levels for various concentrations. Indeed both [18] and [19] depicts the capability of A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T deep learning algorithms to be an universal approximators.
Background
HO management has been one of the main challenges for cellular wireless networks. Cellular networks consist of cells where each cell covers a certain area with a BS. Thus, when a user traverses from one cell to another, all related information should also be transferred to the new BS with a proper management strategy and coordination. However, this coordination causes delays and signalling overhead due to required signaling between BSs and UE, and BSs and core network. Moreover, in a dense small cells deployment, the HO management gets more challenging due to large number of required HOs.
Predictive HO management is one of the possible solutions to address this issue by allowing proactive HO due to known future locations of users. This, in turn, can mitigate the latency and signalling overhead significantly.
However, proactive HO management suffers from inefficient radio utilization, as it reserves resources for the upcoming HO users. In dense network deployment, resource reservation becomes even more problematic since radio resources are already scarce in such scenarios. Furthermore, wrong predictions result in much worse consequences, as the reserved resource will never be used. On the other hand, advance resource reservation with predictive HO management decays the call dropping probability [20, 21, 22] . Therefore, there are some elements to consider before employing the predictive HO process such as latency, signalling overhead, call dropping probability, and radio resource wastage.
HO Latency
The HO latency is defined as the time spent during whole HO process, which includes preparation, execution, and completion phases. As shown from Fig. 2 , this process for non-predictive conventional method starts with the measurement report and then follows the steps from 3 to 12. Each of these messaging among nodes (UE, DBS, MME, S-GW) takes some time to execute that leads to HO latency.
Signalling Overhead
The signalling overhead also results from the messages among aforementioned nodes during HO. Therefore, there is a direct relationship between Figure 2 : LTE X2 HO procedure as in [4] . Non-predictive HO conducts the steps from 3 to 12. Predictive process with a correct prediction performs the steps from 6 to 12, steps from 1 to 12 are taken in the case of incorrect prediction. Steps A, B, and C are for the correct prediction case, and they are performed in advance.
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A N U S C R I P T latency and signalling overhead since both result from messaging during the HO process. In other words, increasing the latency increases the signalling overhead, and vice versa. Moreover, the authors in [4] and [5] expressed the signaling overheads in terms of HO latency.
Predictive HO and Call Dropping Ratio
The predictive HO concept offers in-advance preparation for upcoming HOs by employing machine learning or data mining tools. On the other hand, this in-advance preparation requires reserving the radio resources for HO users before HOs take place. Besides, these reserved resources are not allowed to be used by any other user. Hence, reserved resources are useless until HOs occur, which is referred to radio resource wastage [4] . Although advance resource reservation is inconvenient in terms of the resource wastage, it is quite utilitarian for the call dropping ratio.
The probability of call dropping depends on a variety of reasons, such as network density, data traffic, user profile, etc. The urban scenario, for example, has higher call dropping probability than the rural scenario, as more intense network density, which causes more data traffic, leads to more scarce resources.
In this regard, the predictive HO process offers a potential solution to decrease the call dropping probability in the correct prediction case [20, 21, 22] by reserving resources for HO users in advance. Even if there are not enough resources at the predicted DBS for HO user by the time the prediction is made, there is still chance to find enough resources before HOs are performed. In other words, the correct prediction case allows DBSs to arrange the required resources before HOs happen. Thus, as the DBS has time (from prediction to HO trigger) to be prepared, there is a lower probability of not having enough resources for HO users.
Consequently, the benefits of predictive HO should be evaluated by including all these elements jointly. In the next section, we will provide our system model for a holistic HO cost and minimum prediction accuracy requirement evaluations.
System Model
In this work, the joint cost models for both predictive and non-predictive HO procedures are derived, since it is deeply required to assess the applicability of the predictive HO scheme. Furthermore, the aforementioned individual A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T cost elements are distinctive for different scenarios, such that user dissatisfaction could be a priority for the rural areas, while resource wastage cannot be tolerated for the ultra-dense networks. There are two variations of predictions in the predictive HO management: correct and incorrect predictions; hence, there will be three different cost models namely, non-predictive case, correct and incorrect prediction cases.
We already know from [4, 5] that, on one hand, the predictive HO with correct prediction can alleviate the signalling overhead as well as the HO latency, on the other hand, it inflates the radio resource wastage. Moreover, from [20, 21, 22] , the call dropping ratio could be mitigated with the accurate predictive HO process. Overall, the holistic HO cost should include all these elements as follows:
where p is the probability of not having enough resource at the target DBS, which will turn out to be a call drop. C D , C L , C OH , and C W are the costs for call dropping, latency, signalling overhead, and resource wastage, respectively. All aforementioned scenarios; e.g. no-prediction, correct and incorrect predictions, have their own characteristics for the elements in (1). In the following paragraphs, we will be investigating each parameter individually for all the scenarios.
HO Latency
The concept of HO latency, which is defined as the time required for the whole HO process [23] , can be written as follows:
where t p , t e , and t c are the time required in the without-prediction case for HO preparation, execution, and completion, respectively. If the target cell is unknown, a search delay, set to 80 ms by 3GPP [24] , is added to the budget in addition to a 20 ms margin. Moreover, since the HO delay is being investigated from the UE's point of view, t c should be counted as zero, as its Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection is performed when the HO completion phase starts [23] .
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As we can reduce the latency of the preparation phase only [5] , therefore, it can be assumed as a latency cost of HO:
With the help of correct predictions, t p can be reduced; such that if, for example, the future locations of a user are known, preparations for upcoming HOs can be done in advance by skipping some of the steps performed in the conventional HO. It is mentioned in [5] that a predictive HO with a correct prediction is better than the conventional process in terms of the number of steps taken during HO process. However, whenever an incorrect prediction occurs, due to resources being allocated to the wrong cell, the conventional process is better than the predictive one. This implies that making an incorrect prediction incurs a penalty in terms of HO latency. Overall, t p can be expressed as follows for three different scenarios [5] :
where
If the LTE X2 HO procedure is used and values in [5] are adopted, the corresponding costs become as follows: C L,CP = 20 ms, C N,CP = 35 ms, and C L,IP = 45 ms. Note that we assume the target cell is known, thus t search in [24] is zero.
Signalling Cost
The HO signalling cost is a combination of transmissions costs caused by the messaging between DBSs, DBS and UE, and DBS and Mobility Management Unit (MME); processing costs at the DBS, MME, and Service Gateaway (S-GW); and UE's detaching and access costs. Therefore, it is worth noting that the signalling cost mentioned here is from both UE's and the network's point of view [5] . The signalling cost is defined as [25] :
where C s and C m are the signalling costs for search and movement, respectively. Similar to the latency, the signalling cost occurs at every phase of the
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HO process, thus it is again safe to consider only the preparation phase, as it is the only phase that is subject to a reduction.
In this work, we propose a conceptual signalling cost model that reflects the number of messages to be transferred during the process. To do this, we assume that each messaging among the same bodies causes the same signalling cost. For example, the signalling cost for messaging between the source DBS and the target DBS, and between the source DBS and the predicted DBS are assumed to be the same, since both of them take place among DBSs. Therefore, the relationship between all three cases in terms of the signalling cost is C OH,CP < C OH,NP < C OH,IP , as shown in Fig. 2 . Since steps 1 to 5 constitute the HO preparation phase (messaging between DBSs), the number of messages that represent the signalling costs are as follows: C OH,CP = 0, C OH,NP = 3, and C OH,IP = 5.
Resource Wastage
The resource reservation is performed after triggering HOs in the conventional non-predictive HO management. In contrast, in predictive HO, it is performed before the HOs are triggered. Moreover, in the case of incorrect prediction, the dimension of the wastage is larger, as the reserved resources in the wrongly predicted DBS are never used. In such cases, the non-predictive HO is better than the predictive one, even if it is a correct prediction scenario:
where C W,NP < C W,CP < C W,IP .
If the resource wastage of the non-predictive process is assumed to be zero, the resource wastage models can be given as follows: C W,NP = 0, C W,CP = t a d r , and C W,IP = t m d r where d r is a demanded resource. t a is the time elapsed between the prediction and the HO trigger, and t m is the maximum possible time that the resources are kept reserved for the predicted HO. In A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T other words, the former is the time for the correct prediction case, while the latter is exclusive to the incorrect prediction scenario. Hence, t m parameter ensures that the predicted DBS reserves the demanded resources for a certain time, and then releases them if the planned HO does not happen. Eventually, it is worth noting that t m > t a .
Probability of Call Dropping
When a HO is not managed properly, it ends up dropping a call, causing user dissatisfaction. In other words, if the target DBS has insufficient resources to accommodate the HO user, then call must be dropped. In addition, according to [26] , call dropping is less tolerable than call blocking, which happens when the network fails to accommodate new calls due to being out of resources.
However, incorrect prediction does not have any impact on the dropping probability, as the network conducts the conventional HO process in the target DBS when the prediction is incorrect. Therefore, it is straightforward that the call dropping probabilities for the non-prediction and incorrect prediction cases are the same, while the correct prediction scenario has a lower probability value.
By considering all the four cost elements, the holistic cost function in (1) becomes:
As all the cost parameters have different scales, their effect on the holistic cost function may be different. This would result in the dominance of some elements because of their larger scale, while some are neglected due to their A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T small scale. Thus, feature scaling (into the range of [0, 1]) is applied to the cost elements in order to keep their impacts on the same scale. The feature scaling function is given by:
where x max and x min are the maximum and minimum values in the set of x. Hence, the followings are obtained if (10) is applied to (4), (6) , and (7), respectively. Note that the feature scaling is not applied to (8) 
The HO latency is:
Then, the signalling cost is:
Finally, the resource wastage is given by
Overall, the holistic cost function in (9) should be rearranged with the feature scaled parameters:
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Equation (14) can be expressed as follows after plugging the corresponding cost values:
It is obvious from (15) that C HO,CP < C HO,NP < C HO,IP where C HO,NP , C HO,CP , and C HO,IP , are the feature scaled versions of the holistic costs for no-prediction, correct and incorrect predictions, respectively.
Since the predictive process includes both the correct and incorrect predictions, the total cost of a predictive process is supposed to include both; i.e.
where A is the prediction accuracy that can be defined as follows:
where N Alternatively, the feature scaled version of (16) is:
The following expression can be derived if (15) , (17) , and (18) are combined:
As the predictive process is employed to perform better than the conventional non-predictive process, the overall cost in (19) is supposed to be lower than the overall cost of the non-predictive process. Accordingly, this constraint can be modelled as follows:
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However, this argument would change according to network conditions. For the resource-intolerant networks, for example, the resource wastage is the priority and cannot be sacrificed. We will avert this issue later in this section.
In order to find the minimum accuracy (A min ) satisfying the constraint (20) , the equality of C HO,P and C HO,NP should be considered; such that:
In other words, any predictor, which is to be employed in a predictive HO process, should satisfy at least the accuracy level in (21) to meet the constraint in (20) . Moreover, it is obvious from (16) and (18) that the only way to decrease C HO,P is to increase the accuracy; i.e. the more the accuracy, the less the HO cost C HO,P is. Therefore, as the accuracy level plays a vital role, the focus of the predictive HO scheme should be on increasing the accuracy level as much as possible. To this end, it is worth investigating the methods to boost the accuracy of predictors.
In addition, prioritization can also be taken into consideration by appending corresponding parameters to the derived equations. These parameters are responsible for prioritizing the elements in (1); such thaẗ
whereC HO element-prioritized version of C HO ; {α, β, γ, ζ} ∈ R are the prioritization parameters for user dissatisfaction, latency, signalling overhead, and resource wastage, respectively. For ultra-dense networks, for example, the resource wastage could be the most important element, as the network can sacrifice the user satisfaction in order to accommodate more users. On the contrary, it could be the least crucial element in rural areas, as there is more likely to be an abundance of the resources due to the limited number of users. In other words, these prioritization parameters allow networks to prioritize any element(s) based on the circumstances they experience. Therefore, the minimum accuracy requirement given in (21) is subject to an alteration upon the prioritization parameters introduced in (22) . 
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Data-Driven Handover Prediction
This section describes the proposed machine learning driven HO prediction algorithms, to further minimize the cost function and improve the mobility management. Specifically, shallow (MLP) and deep (stacked LSTM) learning based HO prediction approaches are explained. It is to be noted that different input combinations, hidden neurons, and LSTM cells have been explored to achieve the best possible HO prediction.
Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) based Handover Prediction
This section describes the three-layered feed-forward MLP network architecture summarized in Fig. 3(a) . The network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer with rectified linear activation and a softmax output layer. The network was trained using the stochastic gradient decent and Adam optimizer to minimize the categorical cross-entropy. For training, different number of hidden neurons ranging from 16 to 128 were used.The comparative simulation results depict that, when the number of neurons in the hidden layer increases, the validation accuracy increases. However, the further increase in the hidden neurons leads to network overfitting on the train data and thus leading to poor generalization on the validation set. For the proposed HO prediction model, 64 hidden neurons provide the most optimal results. More details are comprehensively presented in the subsequent sections.
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Stacked Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based Handover Prediction
This section describes the LSTM network architecture summarised in Fig. 3(b) . The LSTM network consists of an input layer, two stacked LSTM layers followed by a softmax layer. Inputs (Time and Locations) of time instance I k , I k−1 , ..., I k−5 (k is the current time and 5 is the number of prior inputs) were fed into stacked LSTM layers. In the network architectures, the input at layer k is the value of hidden state h t computed by layer k − 1. The lower LSTM has 32 cells, which encodes the input and passes on hidden state to the second LSTM layer that has 32 cells. The output of the second LSTM was fed into a fully connected layer which has 20 neurons with softmax activation. The architecture was trained to minimize the categorical crossentropy using stochastic gradient decent algorithm and Adam optimizer. It is to be noted that Stacked LSTM, due to its inherent recurrent nature, has been shown to better model the long-term dependencies and exploit temporal correlation in the inputs as compared to MLP [27, 28] .
Performance Evaluation
The HO prediction is treated as a classification problem in which each DBS constitutes one class. Hence, the task is to predict the next location of the user given the current time and previous locations visited. The MLP and Stacked LSTM based data driven approaches for HO prediction are trained, validated and compared using the PyTorch library. The modeled MLP/LSTM engines learn patterns belonging to the input layer and classify them according to their serving DBSs. The proposed network architecture and employed parameters are explained in Section 5.
Data Set
The data was collected by MIT Human Dynamics Lab [29] for social studies about human behaviours and interactions. The data belongs to a data server configuration company at Chicago, and it was collected from the employees of the company [30] . Each participating employee was given a badge with a unique ID number, and parameters such as location, audio intensity, etc., were collected through the distributed badges. Locations of users were estimated via Zigbee RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) readings using an algorithm detailed in [30] , where the locations of employees were mapped to 502 evenly distributed grids that have specific x and y coordinates. Furthermore, the data consists of x and y coordinates of the grids,
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where the employees located, along with corresponding time and dates, as presented in Table 6 .1. Besides, in total, 1006190 sequences belonging to 39 IDs are available. Sampling frequency is provided in the data description on the website of the data set [31] : "10 locations with longest stays (x,y) per employee (identified by the id of the badge assigned to the employee) per minute (time), estimated from Zigbee RSSI to anchor nodes." Note that the amount of samples is not the same for each ID, and also there are missing entries throughout the data set.
x y date and time (dd/mm/yyyy hh.mm) ID Table 1 : Structure of the data
Data Preprocessing
We first selected 11 IDs, whose number of sequences are provided in Table 6 .1.1, and the pre-processed data was split into Train (70%), Validation (10%) and Test (20%) set to facilitate this study. Specifically, we down-sampled the data by creating 20 square-shaped cells based on x and y coordinates, and labelled them from 1 to 20 sequentially. Next, each user was associated with one grid that reflected their corresponding cell. In other words, locations of users with x and y coordinates are mapped to their respective cell. In addition, the locations were one hot encoded into a 20-D vector. Both LSTM and MLP ingest input (time and location) of time instances I k , I k−1 , ..., I k−n as shown in Fig. 3 , where n is the number of prior inputs and k is the current time step. Table 2 shows the structure of the data after the pre-processing. date and time (dd/mm/yyy) cell ID Table 2 : Structure of the data after pre-processing
The motivation for this pre-processing was to exploit the temporal correlation between the past locations and to make the data suitable for the classification problem, such that each cell constitutes a class. Moreover, the computational cost is also reduced as the number of output class reduced from 502 to 20.
Numerical Results
The numerical results related to the prediction accuracy and the holistic cost are first explained in order to establish the importance of the accuracy Train Validation Test  56  10080  1440  2880  82  14979  2140  4280  99  18774  2682  5364  101  12264  1752  3504  106  30428  4347  8694  109  22232  3176  6352  266  17010  2430  4860  268  21987  3141  6282  280  30358  4337  8674  291  7741  1106  2212  297 12467 1781 3562 level for a predictive HO management. The parameters used for numerical simulation are provided in Table 6 .2. The numerical results for various α are shown in Fig. 4 . The intersection points of predictive and non-predictive processes reflect the minimum required accuracy levels, since, at those points, the predictive approach performs equally with the non-predictive approach in terms of the holistic cost. As understood from Fig. 4 , the lower values of α decreases the minimum required accuracy (around 35% for α = 0.1), since the holistic cost also decreases. On the other hand, for the higher values of α, increases the required minimum accuracy level (more than 80% for α = 10). These results imply that the accuracy level plays a vital role in the predictive HO management, and prioritization parameters are the key to determine the minimum accu- (15) , which includes user dissatisfaction; HO latency; overhead; and resource wastage, and using values in Table 6 .2. racy level.
Beside other benefits of having this minimum accuracy requirement, it also increases or decreases the pressure of designing a high-accuracy level predictor. For circumstances requiring low accuracies (e.g., Figs. 4a and 4b ), for instance, there is no need to design computationally complex predictors.
Consequently, the holistic cost and minimum accuracy requirement with prioritization parameters benefits while designing a predictive HO management system:
• The holistic cost and minimum accuracy requirement provides a joint perception about the applicability of the designed predictor.
• The prioritization parameters contribute to arrange the holistic HO cost based on the conditions experienced in the network. • The minimum accuracy requirement information renders the design process more formal and effective, as the network can choose among predictors according to their accuracy and computational cost.
Experimental Results
For HO prediction, both MLP and LSTM based data-driven approaches are used. Firstly, MLP based learning model is trained to identify the optimal number of hidden neurons ranging from 8 to 64. In addition, LSTM based HO model is trained to identify the optimal number of cells in the LSTM layer ranging from 16 to 128. Fig. 5a demonstrate the prediction performance of MLP for four different number of hidden layer units (ζ), while Fig. 5b shows the prediction performance of LSTM for three different number of LSTM cells (η).
Before going further with analyzing the obtained results, it is better to calculate the minimum accuracy requirement in order to make more concrete assessments. Using (21) with the values given in Table 6 .2, and setting α to 1, the required minimum prediction accuracy, A min , becomes 52.9%.
Therefore, any predictor has to satisfy at least 52.9% prediction accuracy to be applicable for the HO management; otherwise, the non-predictive process becomes more suitable option.
The results in Fig. 5 reveal that although ζ and η seem to have little effect on the prediction performances of MLP and LSTM, he validation accuracy increases as the number of hidden neurons and LSTM size is increased. However, further increase in these parameters lead to overfitting and thus leading to poor validation accuracy. In addition, it is to be noted that the hidden neuron and LSTM size play a significant role to make the algorithms feasible at large scale. We found ζ = 64 and η = 32 optimal for the dataset. Moreover, for ID 291, MLP shows 7% validation accuracy improvement when ζ is changed form 16 to 64 and LSTM shows 6% validation accuracy improvement when η is changed from 8 to 32. The number of parameter in MLP and LSTM networks are 16276 and 16424 respectively. The complexity of the neural network can be assessed by analyzing the number of parameters in the network. Therefore, it can be concluded that both MLP and LSTM have similar computational complexity. In multiple prior location to next location mapping, various input time instances (I k , I k−1 , ..., I k−n ) ranging from 1 to 12 are used (e.g. 4 corresponds to input consisting of current time instance and 3 prior time instances). The networks results for different number of prior inputs are presented in Tables 6.3. It can be see that addition of prior temporal information improves the overall network accuracy for both LSTM and MLP. However, the further addition of prior temporal information lead to inclusion of unnecessary information in the input, thus leading to poor validation accuracy. We found 8 inputs (i.e. current location and 7 previous locations) to be optimal for the given dataset. The optimal tuning parameters for the validation set were used to train MLP and LSTM for two cases: (a) Time only input and (b) Time and Location input. Table 6 .3 depicts the test accuracy results for both cases. Time & Location significantly outperforms Time only for all users. Even though LSTM has similar computational complexity as compared to MLP, it outperforms MLP for all users, achieving up to 8% performance improvement for User 266.
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Conclusion
In this work, we first developed a novel analytical model to simultaneously meet the holistic cost and minimum prediction accuracy requirements. The holistic cost model integrates signaling overhead, latency, call dropping, and radio resource wastage. Further, novel data-driven deep learning approaches were employed to complement the holistic model and further reduce the holistic cost. The evaluation of the holistic model at different prioritization parameters (user dissatisfaction, latency, signalling overhead, and resource wastage) demonstrate the impact of prediction accuracy as part of the overall cost. The developed model coupled with a complementary data-driven, deep A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T learning approach can lead to reduced user dissatisfaction, latency, signalling overhead, and resource wastage.
Future work includes the development of context-aware switching between non-predictive and predictive models and optimal tuning of prioritization parameters (α, β, γ, and ζ) according to network conditions and requirements, using the state-of-the-art optimization algorithms, such as the reinforcement learning. This would allow the network making dynamic arrangements, which would enhance both the network performance and user satisfaction. In addition, as the utilized data set is not enough and perfectly depicts the mobility scenario, ongoing work is aimed at carrying out further extensive evaluation with larger and more complex real-world data sets, considering required trade-offs between computational cost and real-time decision-making. He has over 18 years of combined academic and industry experience with several leading roles in multi-million pounds funded projects. He has been awarded 15 patents; has authored/coauthored over 400 journal and conference publications; was editor of 2 books and author of more than 15 book A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T chapters; has successfully supervised over 40 postgraduate students at Doctoral level. He has been a consultant to international projects and local companies in the area of self-organised networks.
